SESSION ONE Saturday 10:10 to 11:30
1  The Wild North                   John Harbron
2  Spotlight                       Jill K Bunting
3  The Axeman Cometh               Ray Dowding
4  Remembrance                    John Holt
5  River of the Low Lying Land     Raymond Hughes
6  A Heart of Gold                  Keith Storey
7  Return to Paris                Sheila Haycox
8  Kelpies                        Howard Bagshaw
9* The Search                      Edmund Spavin
10* The Artist                     Brenda Stone

SESSION TWO Saturday 12:00 to 13:20
11  The Gallery                    Alan Tyrer
12  Inverewe Garden                Chris Bate
13  Dendrochronology               Andrew Gagg
14* Butterfly World               Steve Dormer
15  In Search of Christina         Richard Brown
16* Viva Verdi                    Megan A'Herne
17  Cofiwch Capel Celyn            Ron Davies
18  Miss Helen                     Di Burns
19  Exposed                        Chris Bate
20  The Pirate Years               Alex Houston

SESSION THREE Saturday 14:20 to 15:40
21* A true Genius                Peter Allen
22* Mystery and Intrigue          Steve Dormer
23  Mistral                        Colin Balls
24  Temples of Engineering        Dick Sabey
25* Over the Hills and Far Away  Raymond Bridges
26  Together                      Dave Cooke & Annette Barber
27  La Mezquita                    Bryan Stubbs
28  Beeswing                      Graham Sergeant
29  The Missing Link              Linda & Edgar Gibbs
30  Night Falls                    Ray Grover

SESSION FOUR Saturday 16:10 to 17:25
31  AV Line-Up                     Mike Burns
32  God's Paintbrush               Malcolm Imhoff
33  Water Cycle                   Alastair Taylor
34  Lonely                        Eddie Spence
35  The Grey Ghost                Keith Leedham
36  200 Million                   Madge Gibson
37* A Different Day Out           David & Joanna Castle
38  Last Fighting Tommy           Keith Storey
39  Just who was this BlindJack?  Adrian White
40* Matthew Loney's Miracle       Judith Kimber
SESSION FIVE Sunday 10:10 to 11:30
41  A True Rendition  Robert Albright
42* A Winter Postcard from Iceland  Stephen Lewis
43  The Land God Made in Anger  Howard & Carole Bagshaw
44* The Art of Engineering  Valerie Johnston
45  In Search of the Blues  Alan Boothman
46  Preserving Our Heritage  Dave Cooke
47* Shadow and Light  Raymond Bridges
48* The Alnwick Garden  Patrick Johnston
49  Eric  Malcolm & Jenny Gee
50  The Last Cigarette  John Smith

SESSION SIX Sunday 12:00 to 13:20
51  Woodbine Willie  Alan Tyrer
52  That's Where the Sea Comes In  Keith Watson
53  John Nelson  Alex Houston
54* Requiem for the Fields  David & Joanna Castle
55  Another Day in Paradise  Alastair Taylor
56  The Confiteor of Neil Francis Tennant  Eddie Spence
57  Conjuring Kami  Scott Antony
58  80 Degrees North  Colin Balls
59  The Chopin of the North  Jim McCormick

SESSION SEVEN Sunday 14:20 to 15:40
60  Inn on the Pass  Keith Leedham
61* Sisters  Roger Gage
62  Scenic Scotland  Sheila Haycox
63  The Cemetery Wall  Raymond Hughes
64* Waltz into Springtime  Megan A'Herne
65  Living with Dementia  Ray Dowding
67  Smart Wool  Ray Grover
66  Always There  Graham Sergeant & Carole Speight
68* Stroud on Saturday Mornings  Jenny Bircher
69  Love will Remain  Maggie & Malcolm Imhoff
70* Timelapse Notes from North Wales  Stephen Lewis

* indicates eligibility for the 'George & Doreen Pollock Medal'